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Father-daughter duo Phil and Ophelie Saussus both qualified to race Kona, and they plan to finish it together.
Ironman competitors Phil and Ophelie Saussus of Belgium have an unorthodox race strategy for Saturday: If
she can clock a fast swim, she should be able to meet up with her dad at an ...
Father and Daughter Plan Kona Finish Together â€“ Triathlete
Together with my daughter, and other fathers and daughters, the Dads for Daughters auxiliary of Girls Inc.
exists to help us grow closer to our daughters, to serve the community, and to learn how to be a great dad to
our daughters. Please
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What One World is all about is bringing people together,â€• he says. ... A Dad And Daughter Duo. Dave, a
five-time Boston finisher, plans to be at his daughterâ€™s side every step of the way on April 16, even
though it means giving up his own goal of breaking four hours.
This Father-Daughter Team Is Tackling Bostonâ€“Together
Payleitner encourages dads to be there for their daughters whenever they need him throughout their growing
up years, asking and answering questions, spending significant time, and building trust. But then, he says,
when the
52 Things Daughters Need from Their Dads - Harvest House
Father and daughter showering together is just too wierd for me. I don't even like person on the shampoo
bottle staring at me when I'm showering and I'll turn it the other way. Unless you're having sex with me I don't
want you seeing me naked.
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father-daughter relationship is more easily damaged than the father-son relationship. Because mothers and
daughters tend to confide more in each other, daughters are more likely than sons to turn against dad and
form an alliance with mom when things are not
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